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FOREWORD 

Very few of the words used in last year's lists are included in the 
lists in this bulletin. There has been a radical change made in the 
spelling rules and teachers expecting to enter contestants should 
carefully study these changes which are detailed in the Constitution 
and Rules of the League, a copy of which is furnished free of charge 
to any member-school. 

In the contests this year, the State Adopted text in spelling will 
be used as a basis for a part of the contest at the county meet in 
Junior and Sub-junior divisions. Words given in the present lists 
are supplementary, practically none of them occurring in the State 
Adopted text. Teachers are advised to secure an adequate supply of 
League spelling lists early in the school year. During the months 
of December, January, and February, the demand for bulletins made 
upon the League Office is so great that our limited mailing force is 
unable to handle orders promptly. It is therefore the part of wisdom 
to secure your supplies early in the school-year. 

Attention of teachers is called to many valuable suggestions for 
teaching spelling contained in the introductory pages of the State 
Adopted text. 

ROY BEDICHEK, 

Chief, Interscholaatic League Bureau, 
E~tension Division, The University of Te~as. 

PRICE UST 

This bulletin is sold at 5 cents per copy; 50 cents per dozen; $8 per 
hundred. No lea,gue bulletins are sent C.O.D. 

Stamps are not accepted in payment for the lists. 
For additional copies of this bulletin address 

lnterscholaatic League, 
University Station. 

Austin, Tesas. 
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SUB-JUNIOR SPELLING LIST 

1 2 3 4 
sieve comb squall mare 
faith horde deeper faults 
freight of people scored glory 
discovered hoped inform notion 
woven raid turned loser 
beneath pert greeted mount 
earlier boil corner mansion 
kangaroo blotter fasten glen 
warn crown woolly glimmer 
high-priced drift voter worried 
cedar employed aboard burn 
enclose steer pudding bathe 
learned scraping lengthen watched 
dining room landscape hoeing believing 
stirred :pillows farewell lounge 
asks rail gallery mistletoe 
chest addition disobeyed jeer 
jut flowers awe wretched 
wanted range selfish cruel 
crime clog killed loading 
raw cellar walked voting 
homely of a house pulled liquid 
locust leaves hilly promoted 
leafy spry leopard pulp 
coach puzzle mantle bluster 
below blur muscle phoned 
touches humming of the a.rm weaker 
aloud, slowly draft Jehovah 

to speak weighed Delaware reached 
aloud wedding grocer taking 

fable rap scorch fury 
giving on the do OT minus promised 
reap hoes, a tool stow acted 
squawk distant hilt smiled 
lapel cupfuls ripping prowl 
wrecked auto coax drier ruling 
smother strengthen colt wriggle 
barefoot snare streak driven 
folly label wrap holly 
grazing huge a bundle rogue 
stake human bareback received 

a horse gift wedded spruce 
sirup stall stripped skated 
takes gall mountains entering 
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5 6 7 8 

crude strip left-handed gild 
real, actual punished roast rinse 
squeeze tug honey copied 
dingy rabbit pistol, margin 
worst garb siz-sk.ooter homestead 
whittle gizzard bass, fiilh framed 
prop hearth ashamed pitcher 
trusted dreamer banner stern 
beefsteak gloomy student pioneer 
alley overflow entered pillow 
crimson traded fade sentences 
muddle wrenched copies kennel 
stable scouts robe fluster 
gaily rubbers pitiful wrestle 
plainly mixed hops eye, organ 
voices garbage kept of body 
lard stage stories heaven 
group reaper begged padlock 
grim listening bowl freezing 
cheese seized jelly yolk of an egg 
bother actor tardy hoping 
cringe chin brook scrapbook 
muddy bloom yoke of ozen baseball 
homesick choke stepped earns 
drawn hinder stirring grind 
millet paint flying missed 
nurses loaf hauled improved 
ruled enabled wasting rapped 
incorrect burning strive on the door 
weighted clutch longitude hogshead 

down blown net reaches 
giggle sigh lodging leaning 
friendly faithful crisp brute 
talked crutch sixteen oatmeal 
dreamed fault mustard scare 
matches frank lizard hatch 
coast noticed worries straighten 
accuse flit junior slyly 
giddy raised butcher raisins 
ripped sewing acres wed 
holiday with a needle base, signs 
planning rooster low, mean recess 
dray quote wrenching gale 
stems stale slope freckle 
stock sitting chores martin 
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9 10 11 12 
twelfth dyed jaw cherish 
stream the dress glide bluff 
trading totter planned hue, shade 
scared topics decimal of color 
eagle mourning dense naval 
art cork believed rouse 
eastern deadly proud glacier 
blubber wore following stabbed 
graze placing wrenches gage 
rare pink hubbub furthest 
stair steps kettle blotted scrape 
enable trusting enemies stocking 
broom initials yell grief 
voted banjo comma groan, 
straining alike squash e:x:pression 
insist lonely oversight of pain 
smoothed mourn hopping rude 
dwelling hearing bend topic 
Scotch squeak stolen enrolled 
queerly hazy beginner failed 
torch lining phrase lemonade 
less lank students roam 
cruelly gross wring dearest 
healthful trace the clothes drawing 
notebook pumpkins garment owing 
awake bluing divided seizing 
auto bus rubber cucumber visiting 
wrecking household elsewhere wrecks an C11Uto 

a train croak steaming needle 
walking multiply rompers bolder 
rush dried fifteen tham, a tiger 
infant pace overalls strongly 
weaving feat, obeying blossom 
cheat act of skill host hovel 
jerk mate pumpkin gimlet 
farmer penknife prowling hollyhock 
bristle perch weary cud 
twirl nurse album of the cow 
curdle stripe enroll fawn 
hop laggard unfair receives 
promises Brazos holy, sacred overtake 
snatch flurry loan direct 
kidnap improve glossy bridle, pa.rt 
denying wringer for strict of harneBB 
scores wet clothes traced ladle 
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17 18 19 20 
fourteen visited kindly bragging 
mincemeat pincers ashes Manila 
rushing eagerly quickly jam 
pillar tower strain frail 
sly horrid begun rushed 
alas divide minor, smith 
mumps heave under S1 inches 
faint, weak tallow phrases crumb 
pailful roar misspell type 
broil twice choice glow 
fraud noted hive tubes 
battle overlooked cuff sliding 
list pennies comes watches 
fifteenth Austin stirrup piercing 
wrapping basin barn promotion 

a bundle snakes dyeing propped 
films stooped the clothes brief 
noun scout rival pianos 
stile, ranch Holy Land file 

steps over a Easter loaves daughters 
fence silly overlook cull 

scaring brittle America headache 
walks squawked sending spurn 
scent brand pronounce haunt 

of roses to town perfume finest 
beetle pewter based folk 
loneliness movies stronger scouts 
rubbed tale, a story slur forbid 
history lease all right scold 
hold visitors hoard petal 
squawking bathing of riches trunks 
scratch injured jailer rowing 
work wedge dislike weaken 
wave humor hayloft enclo~ing 

of the sea traces obliged ugly 
batch weevil raining, turns 
smoky sewed falling in pin 
washing the dress drops pulling 
blocked greyhound keen flock 
waves simple grim mar 

of the sea cord oar freely 
fame of wood of a boat pelt 
fate yonder greatly proved 
twine dini,ng weds quietly 
overshoes scar needed trades 
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18 14 15 16 
belief crooked wrapped recitation 
waltz drew a bundle bran 
gripped listed raising build 
grinned nursed striped hundredth 
nearly rolled naught strained 
mane stingy scramble running 

of a horse snapped flocks ware, 
maple properly rising as glassware 
drawer radishes living bottle 
hopeful loll milepost even 
broth gristle visits crop 
self wrinkle strife jaunt 
American mutter weekly, gaining 
miner pellet by the week mass 

of coal pitched pulley rolling 
pest pronoun cheek furnished 
pull scarf sill watermelon 
tube proudly mangle butterfly 
mouse Houston Galveston senses 
displease ginger cool hazelnut 
oyster hitch honest novel 
vocal core curly auto 
pinned of an apple squab floor 
Denmark charge lamp behave 
weed reasons asked sixty 
fifty dreaded lean sex, 
Negro haze sprinkle male or 
leggings whoever selling female 
stagger streams stockings hull 
squirm bench purple bottom 
glistened dirty lop glaring 
lively haunted bandwagon health 
leak million slipped directly 
easier quake weave cloth gable 
promote stony end await 
lovely pump coop watching 
acre ladies turtle neigh 
leading hover broad of a horse 
delay chop placed tough 
grieve tame trail flush 
scenes gait humble studied, 
oblong of a horse settled past of stud11 
scoring frame minuet cattle 
scowl changed cure farmers 
rotten dreadful garret freak 
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5 6 7 8 

qualified mastiff sunder respectfuJ 
fiend escaped era cayenne 
battle-plane portrait sketch relieved 
palaver valise adviser exceedingly 
bellows umpires masterly flexible 
bicker daffodils enslave disgusted 
Solomon ambitious chute emotion 
deeply disuse of water withdrew 
urchin oriole scurrying pillars 
liberal granite quoting mantelpiece 
strait, Thackeray punishment enrich 

narrow spectators palate, expecting 
thoughtt'ul Eskimo th.e throat sensible 
aloof resided chaste flagon 
cyclone poetic dependent encamp 
adult frontier scissors scave~er 

reporting expressing lawfully notify 
management barrier dole infamous 
stint burrow continent altar, place 
downright in sand drainage of worship 
moral development Quaker cycle 
celery wh1ce arrived wrath 
pollen reports encampment federal 
gallant resulting serving grouping 
roughing air raid utensil mastery 
province despot allowance amid 
banish devoted camp-fire girl morality 
movable deprive tilted resident 
companies release skeleton providing 
gossip situations clothe canceled 
revolution rebelled steadying camphor 
outline receipts doleful Philippines 
cadet summit enrage declension 
submerge cocklebur contest magnolia 
exactly mahogany celebrated outlet 
accidentally theme rescuing revolting 
backwoodsman entreat yielded airport 
complaints spectator receipted overpower 
uncommon resulted merited peaceful 
varying prophet, tile elegance 
decline as Elijah clothing Chinese 
divine element fagot forbade 
farce withhold cumber approved 
advising solar results arguing 
pithy inhabit masterpiece telephoned 
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JUNIOR SPELLING LIST 

1 2 3 4 

provisions proofs disposed menace 
floodgate entirely pall unsafe 
dike scouting surplus reckon 
explanatory serenade sear presenting 
arena encourage streamed tenor 
bankrupt struggles inexpensive prettiest 
scaling everybody thrive peaceably 
bent hazard numeral expressed 
sever utmost pilgrims provoke 
stripling subdue sketched orator 
gypsies distinguished fathom digestion 
reindeer excitement propel volcanoes 
pallid windlass beware abide 
subjective vanish offenses bevy 
distinctly midst repeal amiss 
burial gluing filing elementary 
elevate wreak squarely noticing 
air service prime interrogative dynamite 
skirmish enjoying quarrelsome faculty 
uprising renews multitude texture 
obscure procure bulb entries 
rebel adjoining violate mass meeting 
exploration instructed tiers ensnare 
completely distinct of seats moody 
disturbance solve adorn responded 
industry villain revere seasoned 
memorize disposition manager Hawthorne 
preserve slake stomached gavel 
occurring superlative dovetail cherub 
aloft sketching sped headway 
excel original '!onstructed regretting 
informed doily ~ement burg 
define revenues positive accomplish 
merge ailment purposed specially 
pilgrim continued garland scarred 
supplied responding guise detour 
lectured residents quarters observe 
cloths of Tezaa emperor laves 
magnify edit reject declamation 
stomachs intent theories revolt 
crafty dependence bier customer 
pricing abrupt /or a COf"PH overhaul 
retailed charges alligator anxiety 
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13 14 15 16 
outlook graduation deception irksome 
crabbed navigate lenient semiarid 
matchless assigned deputy onset 
contents superior corral presuming 
cartoon octagon agile scepter 
pose outcrop marine inspire 
auction encounter declaration alderman 
response array pretense fulfilment 
enamel cordial banter inferior 
legible recognized azure rebound 
presume champ recoil heliotrope 
affectionate retort devise degrade 
avow rowel mulch bethink 
occasional semiannually brackish cower 
chiffonier conveyance bludgeon supervisor 
bystander devoid arrangement bungalow 
eke nominate apex blithe 
formation bounty superhuman announcement 
individual preceding geology recessed 
reasonable certificate carol outhouse 
relay certify admirable cartridge 
bestowing fragile revive ballast 
studious evolution fluting aforesaid 
coxcomb millinery fuchsia supreme 
battalion factor factories preamble 
infer aspire assembly registers 
maniac decoy oceanic chaperon 
defile reflection guidance advantages 
inflated self-will pardonable superintend 
kaiser biology attain hemisphere 
pantheon sentiments infidel registration 
infernal notable assignment betake 
cantaloupe ember cartridges aggravate 
partially affirmative recline semesters 
battery prate hindrance offensive 
annoyance reclaim numerous relax 
asphalt refund alternate relating 
interline phlegm geometry assortment 
impel pier deplore annex 
studded, of a wharf pacify gewgaw 

propped surgery stud, prop rehearse 
injurious hypocrite self-evident asylum 
decency deride preceded agitate 
kiln for chaplain gossamer derange 

making lime inroad gorgeous bequest 
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9 10 11 12 
yielding pelf expectation unwilling 
worsted feudal nourishing subjected 

cloth indent ballet thousandth 
craft artless encouragement phlox, 
stencil harping gelatin a. flower 
beau occasionally hostess cobbler 
visions passport outlandish sumac 
dignified advancement exterior gradual 
scan inventor interfered revolutions 
violence signals motive prevailed 
obvious sexton perspire overrule 
throe, pain customs inhale enormous 
exaggerate praiseworthy pirate southward 
amble participle cutlery carriages 
advance flattery preserved covey 
prevail quarrels manual legislature 
culture serf steadfast restraint 
overrate mental spectacles harmony 
dragnet dahlia drama choral 
anchor summary constantly eternal 
seamstress timely rescued sessions 
barren skein bespeak practiced 
artful repress stenographer gratified 
deposit fancies alpine Caesar 
situation groundwork garner filched 
unravel attire defenseless install 
verdict specimens foliage stature 
wily andiron approval practicing 
wry extensive reality martyr 
orphanage scurvy hostile gratify 
cushion survive encore craven 
cultivate dehS1.r assume revengeful 
revolve relent blamable attractive 
pitied intrust awry starboard 
restraining instate maim legislation 
constant emerge debtor caress 
adobe debase defensive buxom 
believable overrunning rustic bane 
indicates saith festoon defended 
cuckoos ale, beacon distress 
macaroni a drink apostrophe urging 
maxim sentinel heft scenic 
negative legibly passable varnish 
superb jonquil hosiery represent 
customary chide dishearten situate 
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21 22 23 24 
affection presiding extra award 
retrace caboose retaining perplex 
sheer, desiring cistern :ecede 

1Jertical gambol, prompting mercifully 
orbit pl.ay about resist Methodist 
Grecian bay, confederacy magnet 
Wichita Falls to bark monster gist 
freshman betray consult Teuton 
procession volcano patterned cranberries 
deter scruple poring, retained 
regularity happily studying cigarettes 
substitutie sovereigns diagonal Spaniard 
stolid nosegay expected protesting 
gibbet excelling ruddy conductor 
precipice tidings ruffian consume 
semester commencement expose essay 
iodine presented palmetto paupers 
civilized curiosity siren quotient 
Hiawatha curfew melody omitting 
infirm masonry valiant foist 
avail dote developing staged 
circumstance mathematics Amazon bantam 
bereave amuse err vigor 
rue patron cloy motley 
apartment established grovel obliging 
captured spacious X-ray alms 
internal secession grisly, phase, 
rotary porcelain korrible aspect 
effective excellence overbalance picnicking 
preference encouraging recorded origin 
employer desired chipping replying 
simpleton vixen resin separated 
rhubarb beseech promptly outlay 
oratorical method prone stagnant 
morgue axis envy preface 
bigot abject rend considering 
suspension latitude Armistice Day seclude 
reflected comparative renewed annually 
nurture recite accompany restaurants 
algebra decrease instruction patrons 
averaging feign, professors antic 
meagre fWetend insure pursued 
prescribe required 
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17 18 19 20 
ascertain predict invest caramel 
occupant lotion avalanche fosters 
grammatical nursling refit especial 
partake invisible simplify default 
exhale meed resume bias 
affirm experiment defame fashionable 
suffix apparent Himalaya avenge 
tnsight bereaved apostle humanity 
rhythm preen idyl, iota 
assign niche a poem expenditure 
cornet bide preferred artillery 
horrified festive grievance Presbyterian 
dental goddesses emblem huckster 
interior :fluent ilk studios 
entreaty architecture defect gaiter 
associate announces def er enforce 
mercury meander Biblical recommended 
paralyze immodest fervor enact 
sleuth shipper reflecting covet 
fanciful circulating countenance crescent 
surpass circulate countermand escort 
canter squeamish protested marines 
pagan imprint detach batsman 
excess rigor captivity audible 
bois d' arc empower censure festal 
initiate churl betroth gird 
recognizing sparerib rueful employee 
chafe beaux:, pl. of fluted salvation 
invert beau, a dandy recommending celluloid 
fortified libel mote, grievous 
sentenced regulate a speck expend 
herbage adventure symptom rigorous 
goiter noiselessly ensue option 
gainsay assort recovery studio 
scantily liberates benefiting sightly 
recollect ayes meridian idiotic 
mariner and noes fatally reflect 
presumed inlay deduct medley 
numskull symptoms bewilder benefited 
interurban decreed symphony sustain 
irate bout humid preferring 
hesitation urgency optional evade 
onslaught embody impair garble 
fractured operetta anthem equipped 
alert aerial circulation preparatory 
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impersonate cohere usurp iniquity 
identity excitable monstrous vestibule 
compulsory hibernate compunction pulmonary 
transitory abstruse arrogance apiary 
suffocate temporarily blandish virulent 
civic accommodation synod perversity 
demur filial diction citadel 
featured contingent fetid precept 
demise imperishable proprietary cohort 
jargon supplementary indirectly prerequisite 
reprimand denizen indisputable symmetrical 
imitation cashmere undulate devolve 
stereotype infringe disciplinary tenable 
impulse cession, act vileness impracticable 
supernatural of ceding pergola profligate 
pugnacious exemplify Herculean superabundant 
incredible relapse originate travesty 
cite, unconsciously symmetry villainous 

to summon guild voluntary rhetoric 
demoralize regardful niggard thesis 
jubilant concoct martial terrestrial 
preposterous depository law presidential 
terminated impact reluctant impetus 
soliloquy eternity pulsation apathetic 
optimism casement medium temporal 
repute vacuity supplement mediation 
prowess unchangeable perversion perspicuous 
supercilious centigrade mosque arithmetical 
personnel protrude lurid malice 
perverseness metes synagogue requiem 
denim and bounds nerveless spiritualism 
insurmountable remunerate microscope systematically 
negotiable discernment proprietor obsequy 
manageable incriminate disinfect chamois 
manufacturer periodical profiteer devotional 
disorganized lucid impious manufacturing 
linear perfunctory repetitions limpid 
classic cassock magistrate opportunities 
discriminate Boer disoblige retrieve 
visage cogitate compulsion usurpation 
supple exemplary impinge arcade 
spirituous devotion regatta depositor 
computation surpluses ferocit,' demurred 
spontaneous holster anticipation unruffled 
bivouac aperture liege demerit 
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SENIOR SPELLIN,G LIST 

1 2 3 4 
unrivaled viscount nominal jurist 
infraction conceivable survival innuendo 
fertilizer sporadic mechanics dictum 
diffidence Madeira superficial devout 
stimulate negligence compute manufactories 
ligature originated incorruptible exorbitant 
lineament presentment retract solace 
nostrum devoutly tenacious individuals 
contraction destruction miniature Mediterranean 
urbanity undeniable reimburse pervade 
suffuse vituperation fertilizing repellent 
immobility reminiscence inharmonious mosaic 
vagrant tediously guarantor rhapsody 
impressive continual revelation feasible 
regime suffice ceded, granulated 
sympathetic immoderate granted gravitation 
pretext husbandry personify prevalence 
propound unsightly surfacing captious 
climatic ferocious precb1ct marshal, 
metropolis absorb lethargy a,n officer 
inconsiderate stimulant bonanza celestial 
psychic horticulture lichen contraband 
disclaim punitive marriageable retrievable 
treatise classicism imprudent perverse 
transmitted mechanism relinquish vicinity 
gymnastic arbitrate approximately annulled 
etiquette observance meditate governmental 
antagonist testator incorporated malady 
exquisite chagrin arrears indictment 
certifies nicety novice inhere 
dispirited vocif era ti on lyceum repudiate 
iniquitous soliciting prepossessing protract 
disinherit protestation indict inconsistencies 
retrograde humane a, criminal nonentity 
identify remorseless rejuvenate visionary 
resiliency monotony abstraction incredulous 
stratum arduous antiseptic viceroy 
anticipate civilian impervious jurisdiction 
unavailing systematize provocation unsolicited 
ingredients vacuum disdain lexicon 
inimitable gravitate vesture prevalent 
vivaci9us mammoth deprave stereopticon 
liniment captivate denominate vertebrate 
livid clique psychological sojourn 
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dictation fidelity gradation profound 
mandate contour graphic implacable 
stigmatize remunerative prestige pertinacious 
propriety inoculate hilarity supervised 
sociology multifarious ordinance transient 
superintendents demonstrative imprisonment magnanimous 

plural logic disheveled terminus 
persuasion infuriate retroactive jaundice 
supervision orgies unfledged indifference 
imperious antiquary usury improbable 
vicarious clerical compromise solemnity 
strenuously cede, circumvent indolent 
chancellor to grant systematic incumbent 
represented surf aced cascade persistent 
feudalism moot malign specter 
expostulate permanence cardinal juncture 
matriculation coastal luxuriant prerogative 
conclusive remuneration initjative gregarious 
villainy putrescence underwriter uncharitable 
impale maelstrom supremacy antiquated 
umbrage antenna cooperation accessory 
Huguenots fervent transgression punctuality 
vernal inherent hereditary temperament 
preparative indiscreet vacillate idiocy 
re very protuberant absorbent dismember 
borough, pungent Versailles* solecism 

a municipal financially volubility impute 
corporation perspiration relaxation ungratified 

exhilarate incubation opportune impost.er 
hospitable transaction cavities theoretical 
martinet arrogant conciliation hermitage 
nomination annuity monologue grader 
unenlightened malicious initiatory prevaricate 
locality ingrate controllable optician 
supine centripetal remission centennial 
comptroller vertex utility vestige 
spiritual reveille indentation mediator 
felicity indivisible extant locomotion 
infuse continental representing morbid 
careen discernible versed pessimism 
accelerate pervett stigma demure 
solicited permeate accession preponderate 
repugnance blandishment statistician infusion 

•u1e Aqlielzed pronunciation. 
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